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2018 Cohort Locations and Participants

Arizona
Mónica Gutiérrez – Tempe

California
Laura Gálvez-Rivera – Davis
Cristina Gomez-Vidal – Berkeley
Asia Ivey – Davis
Stephanie Keeney Parks – Los Angeles
Deniss Martinez – Davis
Brie McLemore – Berkeley
Ezinne Nwankwo – Los Angeles
Jocelyn Poe – Los Angeles

Colorado
Kristi Roybal – Denver

Connecticut
Alberto Cifuentes, Jr. – Hartford
Demar Lewis IV – New Haven
Destiny Printz – Hartford

District of Columbia
Ans Irfan – District of Columbia

Georgia
Victoria Dean – Atlanta

Illinois
Sheridan Fuller – Evanston
Sireen Irsheid – Chicago

Indiana
Kevin Wiley, Jr. – Indianapolis

Massachusetts
Brigette Davis – Cambridge
Ashley Gripper – Cambridge
Kadeem Noray – Cambridge
Michael Rosario – Boston

Maryland
Jason Ashe – Baltimore
Maningbe Keita – Baltimore

Michigan
Matthew Bakko – Ann Arbor
Anton L.V. Avanceña – Ann Arbor

Nebraska
Angela DeLuccia – Lincoln

New Jersey
Cynthia Golembeski – New Brunswick

New York
Shanae Burch – New York
Benjamin Carter – Stonybrook
Tiana Moore – New York
Hawi Teizazu – New York

North Carolina
Gabriella Alvarez – Chapel Hill
Denise St. Jean – Chapel Hill

Oregon
Kathleen McCarty – Corvallis

Pennsylvania
Jennifer Whittaker – Philadelphia
Chioma Woko – Philadelphia

Rhode Island
Kevin Nguyen – Providence

Texas
Andrew Arriaga – Austin
Alane Celeste-Villalvir – Houston
M. Nicole Kunkel – Austin

Visit healthpolicyresearch-scholars.org for more information and to sign up for updates.